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Executive Summary 

 

Tablets are an emerging and lucrative publishing platform with special 
characteristics that are in forming process. Our hypothesis is that tablet 
publications that can combine a “plus-experience” on tablets with the best parts of 
the older media, will win the competition for readers and users. 

The “older media” consists of the web, multimedia, and print. The web provides 
the possibility to update text, add hypertext and links, and connect to other users 
through social sharing. Multimedia adds data visualization, animation, sound, 
video, still pictures, and other engaging elements. Print offers excellent 
typography, picture, and layout quality.  

Thus the plus experience is created by combining interactive features with high 
visual quality of layout. 

We divided interactivity in the new publishing into four categories: 

 Interfacial interactivity: richness of the interface and navigational features 
available.  

 Social interactivity: interaction with other users, sharing and producing 
content.  

 Adaptive interactivity: personalization of content, automatic adaption to 
user needs.  

 Creative interactivity: possibility to create individual, editorial-type 
content.  

For analysing layout quality we added a category of “Gutenberg standards”: 
typography, layout, pictures, and graphics. All the categories were divided into 51 
subcategories. They were cross-tabulated with 15 publications representing three 
main types of tablet publications: reflowable hypertext publication, print replica 
publication, and publication as a dynamic program. 

The 15 publications that were studied in more detail were chosen from more than 
100 publications in Apple and Kindle stores. We pre-evaluated them according to 
their ranking in the stores and to ensure diversity of publishing platforms. 

Our results show that interactivity in tablets is still in infancy and combining visual 
quality of layout in dynamic publication remains a challenge. Our recommendation 
is that every tablet publication would benefit of some additional interactivity, but 
optimal level and mixture is dependent on of publication (target group, newspaper 
or magazine etc). There are also inherent technical constrains within technologies 
of main publication types, which should be overcomed by mixing different 
technologies. 
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1 Background 

A new breed of publications has emerged since Apple released its tablet device 
iPad in April 2010. Publishers looked at this new publishing market with high 
hopes and wished to monetize the new development better than the internet-
revolution of the 90´s. Internet magazines and newspapers did not succeed in 
replacing printed media nor did they manage to gather a significant amount of 
paying subscribers. For magazines and newspapers Internet formed an unprofitable 
extension of the main print-based brand – at the time when the circulation of 
printed media started to decline sharply. This trend is most visible in US, where 
there the total circulation of newspapers today is approximately the same as it was 
in the 50s´even though the population has more than doubled. Downfall as been 
especially fast in recent years – the newspaper circulation declined 30 % in US and 
21 % UK in 2007–2009 (Deloitte 2010). 

The very first digital magazines on iPad succeeded quite well, especially in the 
English-speaking world and within the technology and lifestyle sectors. However, 
after the initial success, sales declined (Figure 1) at least in the magazine category. 
This raises many questions. One of the most important is that if there was 
customer involvement at the beginning why did it not continue to grow as the 
amount of devices sold exploded?  

This paper looks at possible reasons for this development and discusses 
possibilities for strengthening engagement with the readers with interactive 
features and visual quality in tablet publishing. 

 

 
Figure 1. Monthly digital sales for magazines (Audit Bureau of Circulations, 
USA 2010). 
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One explanation for the decline could be the common adaptation curve displayed 
in Figure 2. High expectations and hype of the new product turn to disillusionment 
and after that a slow movement towards to stabilized growth, the “plateau of 
productivity”, starts to build up.  

 

 
Figure 2. Tablet adoption.  (Woodwing marketing tour material 2011). 

On the other hand this kind of explanation is not a general law as many successful 
services or new products – like iPad itself – climb straight to “the plateau of 
productivity” without any significant decline.  

It could be that the introduction of digital magazines just did not meet the 
expectations of the consumers. Not necessarily only because low quality, but 
because the hype and exorbitant expectations created partly by publishers 
themselves.  

For example, several promotional videos were released by Condé Nast and 
Bonnier in December 2009, well before iPad launch in April 2010, and well before 
there were actual tools for making these magazines, serve as examples of hype,  

Promotional videos presented highly interactive magazine products with lots of 
rich multimedia content including full page videos with sounds and interactive 
features like picture sharing etc. The videos were extremely popular. “Sports 
illustrated  – Tablet demo 1.5” alone had over one million downloads in YouTube 
(Nast 2009). Several others followed as VIV Magazine published series of 
impressive conceptual videos of the forthcoming digital only magazine product, 
featuring interplay of text and actors in 3D shoots (VIVMag 2011). 
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When the actual magazines entered the market early summer 2010, they resembled 
more the conventional printed magazines than the dazzling concept demos seen in 
YouTube- and Vimeo-services. It is too much to assume that average reader can 
separate a concept a demo made with After Effects or other video-editing program 
from the actual tablet magazine, if this difference is not mentioned.  

One has to bear in mind that magazines in Figure 1 can be considered high quality 
digital magazines, with some amount of interactive content, but a large amount of 
the magazines available in the Apple store turned out to be PDF-like replicas of 
the printed magazine, with very little or interactive content. Minimally interaction 
consisted only of a zooming function, which made reading of magazine possible 
on a small tablet. 

The newspaper apps seem to have a more stable development curve, for example 
London Times and Helsingin Sanomat have not experienced the drop described in 
Figure 2 (Grossman-Cochen 2011; Regan-Edwards 2011). But the financial 
revenue from digital magazines remains relative low – also in Finland. However, 
exact figures are hard to come by, since official figures don´t yet separate different 
publishing platforms  (Porttinen 2011). 

A slump is evident in tablet magazine sales figures, but tablets as devices are 
selling steadily better and better and not only on iOS-platform (Gartner 2011, 
Figure 3). So the reason for the decline is probably media product related.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.  Gartner prognosis of tablet world wide sales 2010-2015 (1000 units). 

Research institutes agree that that there will be soon 100 million tablets world 
wide, but they have a highly contradictory prognosis about what kind of tablets. 
Gartner, for example, predicts that over third of tablets use Android operating 
system in 2012 (Figure 3), Deloitte (2010) expects this to happen even sooner 
while some other predictions see Apple dominance of the market to continue 
almost as strongly as now – 85 % of the market (Abramsky 2011). 
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It is important to note that the devices forming a potential ecosystem base for new 
digital publishing do not include only tablets, but there are also smartphones with 
high resolution displays, e-reading devices and small laptops. The growth rate of 
those devices is also steady (Figure 4).  

 

 

 
Figure 4. Device growth of devices suitable for e-reading (1 million units). 

1.1 Characteristics of tablet users and usage 

Several marketing studies (MRI 2011; OPA 2011) have found that an average 
tablet user is predominately male and “Generation Y” (18–34 years) is over 
represented) while a typical eReader owner is an elderly female. Generation Y is 
also more likely to consume magazine and newspaper content on smartphones and 
tablets (Dhalla 2011), and this generation is also the one which is not buying 
printed media.  

Tablet ownership also correlates with high income and tablets bought (at least 
iPads) remain in fairly active use: 93 % have downloaded apps and an average 
user has 20 apps (MorganStanley 2011), news being on of the most popular 
category (VDZ 2011). Quarter of apps downloaded is paid for. iPad users are also 
very satisfied with the device (OPA 2011). 

Tablets are preferred over computers for reading news and eBooks, watching 
video, playing games and listening to music (MorganStanley 2011; OPA 2011). 
Tablets are mostly used at home, specially in the bedroom, like other eReaders (89 
%) (iMano 2011; Nielsen 2011). They are also used while watching TV (Nielsen 
2011). They are utilized in morning, but especially in the evening after 9 P.M. 
Tablet users are also heavy users of printed media (MRI 2011), but are likely to 
cut down their print reading after buying a tablet device (MRI 2011b). Tablet 
owners spend also significantly more the time in the net compared to non-tablet 
users (KN 2011).  
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1.1.1 Tablet user experience 

How does using a tablet differ from an Internet reading experience? In an early 
iPad-usability study by Jacob Nielsen mentioned that the most common first 
impression he had heard about websites was that they felt “busy”. In contrast the 
first impression of iPad app was “beautiful” (Nielsen 2010). Nielsen interprets this 
that the “more soothing user experience” for iPad means that it is more of a 
“leisure computer than a business computer”.   

It seems that an iPad (or any tablet) app has its own characteristic, and that being 
more simple, bringing order to the chaos, using the “less is more” -principle is a 
key to success (Deloitte 2010; Stevens 2011). The difference between the web 
reading experience (UX) and iPad UX is that iPad is a dedicated and simple leisure 
computer (Answerlab 2010), a device for the evening. Users expect a curated, 
easy-going experience, which is in stark contrast against the “cluttered, visually 
noisy onslaught of the raw information on the web”(Benson and Cartoux 2010).  

Tablet is considered also to be a personal device; it brings the publication in front 
of the reader differently and in a different place than desktop or laptop – it is easy 
to get distracted using a computer. Bed is the second most popular place to use 
iPad (iMano 2011. A tablet-publication is more engaging than the same 
publication in the web, magazine or newspaper. Readers read newspapers and 
magazines for significantly longer on tabletd than in the web (Nast 2010). 

 

1.2 What do users really want? 

Swedish Diginews project (2004–2006) serves, as a good starting point when 
researching digital publishing and user needs. Researchers of the project concluded 
in their survey that readers of tablet newspapers prefer to see the best parts of web 
and print combined. The survey is old, but it is still one of the few surveys done 
with real tablets with real content. Readers want to import from print the clear 
overview of the whole content and the easiness of use combined with high quality 
visuality, typography and design. From online newspapers readers wanted to to 
have rich media, continuous updates and interaction. (Ihlström-Eriksson 2004).  

More recent studies consist mainly of marketing research, but they also in general 
verify the early findings of Ihlström-Eriksson’s research group. Users want 
something more than a web page or a printed page transferred to a tablet. 
Consumer is not willing to pay if h/she is not going to get some significant 
improvement, a “plus-experience” which combines best parts of the print medium 
and then ads something more, some form of an interactivity, that can be derived 
from web or multimedia traditions (see for example Benson and Cartoux 2010; 
Birkerts 2006; Bokesoy 2008; Deloitte 2010; Dhalla 2011; Kon, Sujata, and 
Portelette 2010; Regan-Edwards 2011).  

Thus it could be concluded that an optimal tablet experience is constructed by 
three key elements: 1) up-to date content, hypertext and social interaction from 
with the web 2) engagement, animation and data visualization from multimedia 
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and 3) good visual, typographical and layout from the Gutenberg era of print 
media. 

Rebecca Grossman-Cohen from The Daily, world’s first iPad-only daily 
newspaper, has summarized this as a new editorial approach towards a digital 
newspaper, which is combining print, web and broadcast -approaches (Grossman-
Cochen 2011).  

On the other hand, there is reason to assume that not everyone expects 
interactivity. An emerging rule of thumb suggests that if you have a group of 100 
people online, then one will create content, 10 will “interact” with it (commenting 
or offering improvements) and the other 89 will just view it (Arthur 2006). 
Furthermore it is true that the amount of interactivity depends on the type of 
publication and the reader. Based on eReading user testing conducted in 2010 
within Next Media project (Heikkila et al. 2011), one can postulate that there are at 
least at some level different preferences for interactivity between different user 
groups – and between different products. The user type which prefers a calm flow-
like UX of reading books on an eInk device hardly longs after continuous 
interference by various kinds of interactivity. There are magazines that contain 
long literary stories, which obviously don’t benefit much from including 
interactivity. New Yorker magazine can serve as an example of this kind of 
product. Its iPad version is a success (20 000 paid subscribers) and it has 
consciously preferred a highly visual, but a calm and uninterrupted reading 
experience (Peters 2011). 

Before we can really expect tablet publications to enter the “plateau of 
productivity” advantages of the web (up to date content, hypertext, social, 
connected), multimedia (engagement, lean back-experience, data-visualisation) 
and Gutenbergian media (good typographical, picture and lay-out quality, easy to 
use, depth) and portability have to be balanced with the editorial resources and 
ambitions for satisfying customer needs  

The above-mentioned requirements are to some extent contradictory with the 
current production technology. For example, it is not possible to implement the 
possibilities provided by hypertext (like search and automatic linking to 
dictionary) if a publication consists of pictures of text, not genuine live text. This 
is the case with a great majority of current iPad magazines, which are produced 
usually with Adobe Digital Publishing Platform or Woodwing or Mag+.  

On the other hand is not easy to satisfy the requirement to have unique and great 
layouts of the Gutenbergian era, if visuality is created with automation, especially 
if using HTML4. HTML5, of course, allows a richer visuality and makes a more 
refined typography possible, but the problem with automation and visual variation 
and quality remains. 

Recent marketing research has also pointed out that there are great differences in 
publishing types and reader demographics in regard to what kind of and how much 
interactivity is preferred. It claims that newspapers would benefit more from 
options for personalization and magazines more from good visual design. Younger 
readers prefer generally social interaction much more than older readers. Young 
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people (18–34 years) are more than three times as likely as older adults (55+) to 
post links to articles on social networks (59% vs. 16%), write comments (43% vs. 
14%), and rate or review articles (55% vs. 18%) (Dhalla 2011). The daily news 
scene is apparently a more natural environment for elements of interactivity, like 
commenting, than feature oriented magazines. (Gerportt and Wanke 2004)    

We at look the elements of interactivity and quality of layout in 10 anglo-american 
and five Finnish digital media products.  

In order to do that, we have to look first closer at interactivity as a feature. What is 
the interaction in digital magazines and -newspapers and how they are presented to 
the users?  

2 Typology of interactions and visual quality 

Research on interactivity has been conducted across many disciplines:  

1) Human behavior (sociology, ergonomics, psychology) 

2) Design (information design, HCI, engineering design, graphic design) 

3) Technology (electronic and software engineering, databases, actuators) 

4) Activities and contexts (business, organizational psychology, communities of 
practice) (Benyon, Turner, and Turner 2005).   

One way to approach the evaluation of interactivity is to separate interaction with 
computer from interaction through computer like Gerportt and Wanke (2004) have 
done. An interesting division has also been made by Sally Mcmillan (2006) who 
sees interactivity stemming from three traditions: user-to-user interaction, user-to-
document interaction and user-to-system interaction, which she then divides 
according to the nature of audience and user control.  For example, user-to-system 
interaction tradition can be seen as fourfold table where interaction is human-
based, computer-based, and adaptive or on flow.  

However, we argue that the most beneficial division of interaction measurement in 
media products is a more applied one.  Mark Deuze (2003) has broken interaction 
in the web into four categories: 

“(1) Navigational interactivity: the user is allowed to navigate in a more or less 
structured way through the site’s content  

(2) Functional interactivity: the user can participate to some extent in the 
production process of the site by interacting with other users or the producers of a 
particular page or site (through direct mailto: links, bulletin board systems (BBS), 
and moderated discussion lists, for example) 

(3) Adaptive interactivity: every action of the user has consequences for the 
content of the site, as the site’s programming adapts itself to the surfing behaviour 
of every individual user and ‘remembers’ users’ preferences (allowing users to 
upload, annotate and discuss their own content, offering chat rooms and personal 
customization through smart web design). 
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(4) Third-person interactivity which means that reader doesn’t himself get 
involved in interactivity, but enjoys seeing other readers involvement, like 
discussions. 

Helle (2010) has suggested a fifth type of interactivity, social interactivity, where a 
reader can use or create content and share it with others. Deuze (2003) points out 
that several researchers have found out that the more interactive features websites 
give to users, the more involved the users will feel, but that most news sites don´t 
offer interactivity beyond levels 1–2.  

However we need to rethink whether these elements of interactivity in average 
web sites are valid when we talk about app based magazines and newspapers?  
German empirical research about newspaper websites (Gerpott and Wanke 2004) 
claims that they are. There were not many interactive features in general, but when 
they were present the site showed more visitors than could be estimated from print 
circulation. It is interesting that this was true only with newspapers, and added 
interactivity did not add visitors to magazine-websites.  Furthermore, it was 
interesting that content created by users did not attract new visitors in any 
category. On the other hand, one has to bear in mind that the popularity of social 
media at its current level was not present when Gerport and Wanke made their 
survey. Today an average German Facebook user spends five hours a week with 
Facebook and this time as away from other media use  

From previous research of Ihlström-Ericsson (2004) and Deuze (2003) we can 
conclude that some level of interaction at least on Deuze´s level 2 is important and 
this interaction deepens reader involvement with the publication. This is parallel 
with learning psychology: we know that interaction and involvement satisfies 
certain basic needs from Maslow´s hierarchy of needs, e.g, need for self-esteem 
and self-actualization.  

If we accept the above-mentioned needs as readers’ goals for interaction, we can 
extract from HCI/usability research certain heuristics about how these goals are 
best achieved. Good and relevant practices adopted from Nielsen’s classic 
guidelines could include match between the system and the real world (the system 
should speak the users' language, use natural dialogue and concepts familiar to the 
user and real-world conventions), user control and freedom and consistency and 
standards as well as recognition rather than recall. For example, in the case of a 
newspaper it could be postulated that at least a discussion forum should be 
provided, and it should also be integrated to a tablet publication so that social 
functions could be accessed naturally in connection with stories, just like in 
websites. The discussion of the article should be placed at the end or within the 
article where it happens most naturally, not in a separate place. 

Both Gerport & Wanke (2004) and Deuze’s (2003) classifications are based on 
web sites so certain amount of rethinking is required to apply them to tablets. 
Furthermore Deuze’s matrix is not really a classification of features of interaction 
available, but of interaction itself. For example, we cannot easily measure “third 
person interactivity”.  
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Additionally, if we want to measure relevant elements of interaction in tablet 
publications navigational interactivity is not enough. People interact in various 
ways with the interface, not only for navigational purposes. Every time a user 
touches a tablet publication s/he is involved with interaction. Thus we propose a 
wider category: interfacial interactivity to describe the amount, quality and scope 
of interactions user is involved with in digital publications. 

Deuze’s functional interactivity is a class that includes two separate interaction 
types, which we think should be regarded as separate i.e. social (sharing) and 
creating (content creation participation). So a new element of creative interactivity, 
also based on the social interactivity concept proposed by Helle (2010). 

Adaptive interactivity is largely based on the work of Neil Thurman (2011, 23) but 
updated and revised for tablets (see a more detailed explanation in the report on 
personalization by Heikkilä and Helle 2011. Like Thurman we see personalization 
as a feature that has been overshadowed by other forms of interactivity, but it is a 
feature that is an important element in creating a bond with readers. 

The new classification for measuring interactivity is presented below: 

“(1) Interfacial interactivity: what kind of navigational features are available, 
how user is able to interact with content, what kind of interfaces are available for 
using content 

(2) Social interactivity:  features that let user participate by interacting with other 
users or the producers of a particular page or whole publication. Features making 
sharing possible. 

(3) Adaptive interactivity: personal customization and features that adapt to 
personal needs, services geared to satisfy personal needs 

(4) Creative interactivity: possibility for readers to create content 

Suggested four elements for analyzing interactivity are listed below. 

2.1 Interfacial Interactivity 

Touch gestures: 

One finger swipe (change page)  
Two finger swipe (change story) 
One finger scroll (scroll page/s) [ 
Two finger scroll (scroll story) 
Single tap zoom (zoom) 
Double tap zoom (zoom) 
Pinch zoom 
Triple finger close 
 
Page miniatures: Content is displayed also as clickable pages or double pages 

Side column navigation: Content is displayed as separate navigable side column 
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Drop down menu: Content is displayed as drop down menus or all time visible 
conventional menu 

Double orientation:  Content is displayed both horizontally and vertically 

Double orientation with changing content: Content is displayed both 
horizontally and vertically with different function and content  

Text as glyphs:  Text as a text (as opposed to text as a picture) 

Copyable or searchable text:  User can copy text to clipboard or search text 

Reflowable, scalable text:  User is able to change font size and reflow the text 

Video/animation:  Content as moving images  

Audio:  Content includes sounds (not as part of moving images) 

360-degree view:  Publication contains interactive panoramic content 

Scrollable columns: Columns within a page can be scrolled 

Horizontal and vertical browsing:  User can move in content both sideways and 
up & down 

Scrollable picture: Galleries or carousels User can browse several pictures within 
a frame  

Hotspots:  Publication has objects that can display different content when 
touched (not merely opening picture as a bigger image, but new content)  

Links:  Publication has objects that can move user to different pages of 
publication, or open a pop up window within publication or move user to web 
content outside of the publication 

Tilt or shake functions: Publication shows different content when tilted or shaked 

Live update web link: User can consume content also in a separate pop up 
window or column displaying real time content (usually RSS-feed) 

Picture gallery based navigation:  User chooses content from a set of pictures  

Pop up windows: More content appears in pop-up windows within publication 
by clicking an item  
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Picture 1. Example of interfacial interactivity, which refers to the richness of 
interface. Popular mechanics as illustrated technical constrains of Mars landing 
capsule by game-like approach. Sports illustrated sports a universal wheel to 
access for interactive features.  

 

2.2 Social interactivity 

Content linked via e-mail to editor/author: Clear feedback link to journalists or 
to editorial office 

Forum(s): Separate place where user can discuss with journalists or other users 
about topics 

Commenting: User can give comments, see other comments, and comment on 
them within an article. Comment can be written or spoken  

Reader poll: On current topics or quiz. User can answer polls and quizzes about 
a topic 

Share an article (email): User can share content (articles or pictures, etc.) via 
email 

Share an article (social media): User can post content, or give 
recommendation of content, via links to social media  

Frictionless sharing: Seamless sharing where reading of an article leads to 
sharing automatically  
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Picture 2. Example of social interactivity, features that let you to participate by 
interacting with others. Two sharing interfaces, Bloomberg´s iPad app presents the 
sharing menu as part of its design, HS relies on basic function provided by iOS. 

 

2.3 Adaptive interactivity 

Registering: Possibility to register for a service in order to be identified serves 
also as prerequisite for explicit personalized services 

Preferences: User can change behaviour of the service with personal 
preferences 

Intelligent news personalization: Service suggests news based on previous user 
actions, implicit personalization 

News content personalization: News is filtered based on user choice of 
preferences 

Layout personalization: User can decide the place, form and number of 
different sections or columns 

Hierarchy personalization: User can decide the order of different categories 

Contextual personalization: User is given suggestions based on the topic s/he is 
reading  

Personal archive of publications: User is able to access publications s/he has 
bought 

Personal archive of articles: User is able to collect a personal archive of 
articles 
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Personal external archive of articles: Publication provides direct linking to 
external archive to programs like Evernote or Dropbox 

Personal clipboard: User is able to save text or picture clips 

Annotations, on-page notes: User is able to save his/her own notes 

Ability to give assessment by icons: (give stars, thumbs up, etc.) User is able to 
evaluate articles 

On page bookmarks: User is able to return to a particular page via 
bookmarking 

Change text size: (button or preference) User can make text smaller or bigger  

Recommendations of visible friends: User sees friend recommendations on 
page 

Recommendations by popularity: The most emailed, most read, most 
recommended stories listed on the page 

Widgets: User sees information from third parties of choice. For example, 
personalized results of an ice hockey league, or a feed from Twitter, or 
available used cars by user preference 

Stalking (Following): User sees story choices of individual journalists, 
celebrities, or other interesting persons, and uses them as recommendation 
list (see News.me) 

Geo-localization: User sees stories based on geographical position detected by IP, 
GPS or preferences.  

 
Picture 4. Example of adaptive interactivity, features that adapt to personal needs in 
two news aggregators Zite and News. Zite lets users choose topical sections and 
evaluate stories and thus modify received content by these choices. News lets 
readers modify layout.  
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2.4 Creative interactivity  

Possibility to offer own stories: User as a creator of editorial content 

Possibility to upload own pictures: User is able to sell or share photos 

Possibility to upload sound or video: User is able to sell or share moving 
images or sounds 

Possibility to edit content: User can edit or add to content 

 
Picture 5. Example of creative interactivity as possibility for readers to create 
individual content. The iReporter assignment desk of CNN lets you write a story 
which may end up in the actual news feed of CNN. 

2.5 Gutenbergian quality 

Besides the four categories of interactivity the analysis of existence of traditional 
“Gutenbergian print quality” is also important because it matters to the readers. 
We broke the traditional print standard of visuality, “the Gutenbergian quality” to 
three main categories, typography, layout, pictures/graphics (see chapter 4).  
 
The technogies and programs used to create digital media products determine what 
kinds of interactivity elements can be used in the products. A typology of 
publications based on publication technology is presented in the following chapter.  
 

3 Typology of publications 

Readers are not uniform group, and nor are digital publications. For example, 
magazines available for tablets differ from newspapers visually and technically 
What kind of categories can we come up with and how does the technology used 
to produce content determine categorization and how does the intended content 
determine the technology needed? 
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The division below is based on research that was originally made for A Look at the 
New Publishing Platforms: Design&Workflows -presentation for Finnish Next 
Media project by Harri Heikkilä autumn 2010 It is inspired by a somewhat similar 
divisions made by designer Craig Mod (Mod, 2010) and the presentation of 
Helsingin Sanomat development team in Next Media Results seminar 17.5.2011. It 
is is developed further based on content available in Finnish and American App 
Store 2010–2011 

Firstly, there are publications without any indigenous form, which often use ePUB 
as a format and the content is reflowable. ePUB is an XHTML-based specification 
by International Publishing Forum (IDPF) and it was in initially intended for 
books with linear content, but it has recently evolved to version 3.0, which 
supports magazine like layouts via HTML5/CSS3. In 2011 the publications were 
based on HTML4 and the graphic quality is far from what people are used to see in 
non-linear books and magazines. However, production of these kinds of 
publications is economically affordable. 

Secondly, there is a category of look-a-like magazines, which are more or less 
replicas of the printed version (now also tablet-only magazines are emerging) and 
designed in standard a layout program like InDesign with software add-ons from 
providers like Woodwing, Adobe or Aquafadas.  With these add-ons publisher can 
add rich media to publications and publish them as an applications to be 
distributed via Apple app-store and Android marketplace. This kind is currently 
the most common magazine format for iPad.  

The main benefit of this publication type is that it is possible to benefit from the 
work made already for the printed magazine and thus to be able to maintain the 
visual quality. And since the production program is the same for both platforms 
there is a lucrative possibility for publishers to benefit from in-house talent already 
familiar with the product. However, the app-format requires also a publishing and 
distribution platform, which is currently quite expensive. It is usual that plug-in 
providers charge for publishing and downloading per issue, and even after that 
there could be additional commission for the platform provider. Another caveat is 
that this approach can require a lot of work depending on how much interactivity 
is added and whether publication is redesigned to better-fit small tablet size. 

A new subcategory is emerging which cuts production and publishing costs quite 
extensively by abandoning the native application-model by developing an 
HTML5-based publication, which looks as an application to the tablet user. 
However, this kind of publication has a limited interactivity since it cannot benefit 
services from operating system but relies more narrow options if HTML. 

Thirdly, dynamic publications are typically created automatically daily with 
proprietary designed software from the XML-feed from the newspaper content 
management system (CMS). This is also referred to as programmatic design or as 
automatic layout. This kind of proprietary system is quite expensive to build, but 
on the other hand after it has been accomplished, publishing is very cost effective 
(See table 1 for comparison of production costs between categories) However, on 
the negative side automatic design is based on templates and templates in turn can 
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mean that pages tend to be quite similar with each other. Too homogenous layout 
can lead to tedious and dull user experience.  

Print replica –publication, that has been made interactive by enhancing the 
production process, can be a leader in user experience now, but in the future, when 
more tablets with different screen sizes are available, it is likely that in particular 
publications that use non-flexible layout (e.g. print replicas) become difficult to 
produce. It is not easy to fit a design made for one tablet aspect ratio to fit different 
aspect ratios at same time. This inconsistency will definitely impact design of 
digital magazines in the future and can form a new barrier, according designers of 
the Time-magazine (Black 2011). 

One interesting trend is that although majority of newspapers in tablets look like 
printed newspapers, some daily and broadsheet-papers have chosen a visually 
magazine-like paradigm in iPad. For example The Daily is a daily newspaper, but 
it looks more like a magazine and there is no printed version at all. Also The 
Guardian resembles more a magazine than a newspaper in iPad.  

 

4 Method of analysis  

To answer what types of interactivity are available for readers/users, how they 
have been implemented and how the current publications can be classified we 
started by collecting newspapers and digital magazines from the Apple store using 
a program, which made it possible to see what publications were best sellers in 
different countries. The material consisted of over 100 publications. 

For closer analysis we chose 15 digital magazine and newspapers published 
between April 2011-November 2011. Four of them were Finnish. Titles were 
selected by popularity and diversity, and we tried to find most popular publications 
in each category, but we did not accept the second most popular, if it used same 
production technology as the first. For example, in magazine category we chose 
Project magazine because it is made with Woodwing tools, Wired for its Adode-
affliation and Popular Mechanics for its Mag+-background. 

The publications observed in the hypertext category were Los Angeles Times for 
Kindle, Now iBook, Atlantic for Kindle, Washington Post for Kindle and Observer 
for Kindle. In print replica category we used Tekniikan Maailma iPad app, 
Iltasanomat iPad app Wired iPad app, Popular Mechanics iPad app, Project iPad 
app and in the dynamic category The Daily iPad app, Taloussanomat iPad app 
Helsingin Sanomat iPad app and The Guardian iPad app  
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Picture 6. Publications analysed. 

We divided publications to three groups described in chapters 3 (hyper-text 
publication, print replica and dynamic publication) and further on to a matrix 
where different interactivity features are grouped according to the categories of 
interaction described in chapter 2 (Interfacial interaction, social interactions, 
adaptive interaction and creative interaction).  

For the evaluation of Gutenbergian standards we gave points from 1 to 3 to every 
product, according to how they did comply with good practices in typography, 
layout and pictures/graphics. Evaluation was done by Harri Heikkilä based on 25 
years of experience in graphic design using an adapted structure created for 
newspaper user evaluation in Next Media Generic Research (Helle et al. 2011), 
typographic checking list for newspapers by Hannu Pulkkinen (2009) and heuristic 
evaluation model of visual quality (Heikkila ,forthcoming). All points above 1,5 
were graded as “yes”. 

 

5 Results 

Results show (Table 1.) that interactivity was usually low or moderate in observed 
tablet publications. Interfacial interactivity was most available in enhanced print 
replica products and secondly in dynamic publications. Social interactivity was 
more commonly available on the dynamic publication category and secondly in 
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digital replica. Adaptive interactivity was weak in every category, however 
dynamic publications offered it more often than other.  Creative interactivity was 
still non-existent. Gutenbergian standards were naturally best in print replica 
publications, only one publication in the dynamic category compiled fully with 
standards, the Guardian. 

 

 HYPERTEXT  
PUBLICATION 

PRINT REPLICA 
PUBLICATION 

DYNAMIC  
PUBLICATION 

Interfacial interactivity Low High Low 
Social interactivity Low Low Medium 
Adaptative interactivity Emerging Low Medium 
Creative interactivity Low Low Low 
Gutenbergian quality Low Good Mediocre 

Table 1.  Comparison of digital publishing type and interactivity  

 
 

Picture 7. The Washington Post and Los Angeles Times looked just a like on Kindle 
(iPad-version, both with low level layout quality and interactivity. 
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 “ 

Picture 8. Project-magazine by Virgin has high level of interactive features within 
look-a-like category. Here is an interactive bookshelf; links for discussion and web 
are provider on every page. Project is novelty; it has not printed counterpart, but it 
is done with InDesign and Woodwing publishing system. 
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Picture 9. Best dynamic publication with Gutenbergian standards. Guardian iPad 
app has high level of variation in layout and recognizable typography.  

 

6 Discussion 

If we compare the results to the hypothesis that digital publications need to provide 
exceptional user experience in order to succeed financially and that this experience 
should match the requirements of particular audiences and publication types, it can 
be concluded that every category would benefit from more creative and adaptive 
interactivity. Newspaper apps should also implement wider social interactivity in 
order to reach the younger audience. Dynamic apps should utilize the tablet-
specific features and understand better special characteristics of tablets (see 
chapter 1) and provide more visually engaging interfaces. 

However, these improvements are not easily possible with the current production 
mode, where dynamic apps are usually 100 % dynamic and print replica apps are 
100 % non-dynamic. It would be beneficial to find some kind of mixture where 
dynamic app is manually enchanged with visual quality of non-dynamic app 
(print-replica) thus answering need of better lay-out and non-dynamic app is 
enhanced with HTML and some dynamic feed providing advantages of the web 
content and technology. The problem of redundant layouts in dynamic publications 
should also be addressed. 

One solution could be developing a smart content management system with lots of 
circumforaneous templates which could be chosen by stylistic tag in XML-feed 
provided by editors. For example, there could be dozen different templates for one 
section of magazine with different emphasis and slightly different layout, and they 
could be automatically chosen by content management system (CMS) by tags like 
“Human interest level 1”, “Human interest level 2” given by editor. There could 
even be several slightly altered templates within each tagged category chosen 
randomly. After that system could be open for editor to make final manual choices 
of appropriate templates and perhaps replacing some pages with PDF:s from 
printed magazine. 

http://www.sanakirja.org/search.php?id=2056541&l2=17
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Picture 10. Schema of ”Smart CMS”, which offers abundance of templates choiced 
by stylistic emphasis and randomization within magazine section and ability to 
human intervention at the end. 
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Appendix 2 Occurrences of social interactivity 

 

 

 

Appendix 3 Occurrences of creative interactivity 
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Appendix 4 Occurrences of adaptive interactivity 

 

Appendix 5 Compiling with  visual Gutenbergian standards 
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